
TWO LENS CAMERA SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED
FOR THE COMMERCIAL TRUCK MARKET

INTRODUCTION

CV-CC207FH series, dual-camera dashcam houses two lenses, with 120-degree and 180-degree 
field of view that records in front of and inside, two-way protection for your truck. Work with AI 
box ( CV-AIB100-L ) provide Advanced Driving Assistance System ( ADAS ) functions through 
algorithms. These technology packages include Lane Departure Warning System ( LDWS ) , Driving 
Monitoring System ( DMS ) and so on. Enable myriad fleet management innovations for boosting 
vehicle efficiency and safety as a result of smarter.

MAIN FEATURES

‧Deliver clear footage in full HD 1080P resolution that is sharp enough to pick out key details

‧Set up infrared lights, allow continuous recording of the surroundings at night

‧Internal microphone syncing audio and vision, be your electronic eyewitness to what really happened

‧Adjustable bracket with one wire, easy Installation

‧Lightweight body, mounted on the front windshield as long as it doesn't interfere with the driver's vision

CARAVISION SET TO LAUNCH DUAL-CAM WITH INTEGRATED ADAS
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❖ FHD 1080P high-definition dual-camera dashcam, features 120° and 180° field of view lenses
❖ The front camera records the road ahead and the rear camera monitors driver behavior
❖ Supports ADAS / DMS technology integrated on the platform, improve driver behavior & safety



‧NTSC / PAL signal format output

‧Offers two flexible selections, dual-lens / single-len

‧Powered by DC 12V which is durable and longlasting, and can be used for a long time

SPECIFICATION

‧Specialized aviation 6-pin mini-DIN connectors ensuring signal stability

‧Our persistence in quality and service is recognized, we passed the ISO/TS 16949 certification

D 49.1mm

D 25mm

H 81.2mm

W 71.8mm

IR LED irradiation
distance 5 meter

Internal microphone

180° 120°

One wire

3M double-sided foam tap
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Lane Departure Warning System
LDWS

Detects line marking on the road surface 
and warns the driver of unintentional lane 
departures

Driver Monitoring System
DMS

With AI-powered algorithms, analyze driver's behavior and take 
immediate precautionary measures to tackle the situation

With more than 30 years of video technology support from our parent company HI-SHARP in the security and 

surveillance field, Caravision focuses on the research and development of in-vehicle security and surveillance 

equipment, with a full range of products developed and manufactured in Taiwan.

Our products for large commercial vehicles is particularly impressive, and Caravision has flexibly constructed a line 

of automotive video products, providing various AI intelligent video identification technology, advanced driver 

assistance system ( ADAS ), driving vision assistance system integration and fleet management services.

For more information and product details, please visit www.caravis ion.com.tw

334012 No.673, Changxing Rd., Bade Dist., Taoyuan City, Taiwan ( R.O.C.)
TEL. +886-3-365-1895
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sales@caravision.com.tw
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